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ABSTRACT

function of thc spatial origin of the feed particles in the
ore body.
When liberation is a problem that affects plant
performance, it is vcry desirable to know as much as
possiblc about how the particles from the mine to the
plant are going to behave prior to processing. Such ore
liberation monitoring system has tremendous potential
in optimizing mine/plant performance. Many mining
operations already have a systcm or procedure in place
that is csscntially an indirect measurement of liberation.
ln the sulfides industry, batch laboratory tlotation tcsts
can bc performed on samples of ore from the mine in
order to predict Lhe performance of thc tlotation plant.
ln the taconitic iron ore industry, a rather complicated
procedure based on Davis tube scparations in a size by
sizc basis is used routinely. Although useful, these
methods have many shortcomings. Batch tlotation
results can vary widely under slightly different
conditions. Davis tubc separati ons cannot account for
the presence of hematite, and tends to significantly
ovcrestimate thc amount of liberatcd magnetite because
even low-grade particles will rcport to the magnetics.

During the last decade of the millennium,
important progress has been made in the area of
liberation, its measurement and the simulation of the
liberation process during comminution . With the
development of an accurate procedure for stereological
correction, it is now possible to measure complete
liberation spectra in mineral particle populations, using
sophisticated image analysis techniques applied to highcontrast images generated in a Scanning Electron
Microscope. These systems are relatively expensive.
Unfortunately, optical microscopes are unsuitable for
gencrating high-contrast images from particles mounted
in epoxy, when common silicates are presenl. An
alternative approach is to use liberation prediction
techniques to assess the liberation spectra of progeny
from an unbroken sample of texture. Prediction
techniques are however complicated by mathematical
problems that are almost insurmountable. ln this paper
the urediction problem is approacbed from a different
perspective, one that exploits the memory and
computing power that is available in today's common
dcsktop computers . The approach prescnted in this
paper allows the prediction of the liberation of multiple
phases using a relatively simple system based on optical
images. Such system can be easily implemcnted, at a
relativcly low cost, in any mineralogy Iaboratory.
Predicted liberation using the system is presented for an
iron ore.

The alternative is to gri nd and size the samples
from the mine and use traditional liheration
measuremcnt techniques. This is donc regularly in thc
coai industry, and the liberation of ash forming minerais
and sulfides from the organics is accuratcly measurcd
by dense liquid fractionation. Tn cases like the Taconite
and sultide industries, dcnse liquid fractionation is not
feasible. This !caves image analysis techniques as the
only alternative. Unfortunatcly, thc existing imagc
analysis techniqucs for measurement of liberation from
particle
cross-sections
requirc
careful
sample
preparation in a size hy size hasis . The polished samplcs
are imaged in a SEM, and severa! high-contrast images
are required from each samplc to gcneratc thc linear
and/or areal lihcration spcctra for tl1e phase of interest.
These results are then converted to volumetric grade
distributions hy stcrcological corrcction. H is possihle to
conceivc that thc entirc procedurc bc carried out in 24
hours for six sizc intcrvals in a fine tuncd lahoratory
that is gcared ror production mcasuremcnt. Capital costs
in setting up such a lab are significantly high, a~ wcll as

INTRODUCTION
The as sessment of the liberation properties of a
given phase in an ore is intimatcly related to the tcxture
in which the phase is present in the mineral mat.rix.
Quantitati ve liberation inform atio n ultimatcly pro vides
lhe recovery of phase that is possible for a given fines of
grind. Variations in texture tJm)llghout an ore body are
common , and thercfore the amount of rccovery of a
phase tJ1at is obtained in a concentrating plant is a
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the costs involved in maintaining the lab running,
especially when considering the labor intensive
environment that rcsults from sample preparation,
imaging and processing for severa] samples in a daily
basis.

analysis. Essentially, King's model predicts the
probability that a chord of length Jl, when
supcrimposed to the unbroken texture, have a linear
grade g 1 . This is the number weighed, conditional on
length, linear grade distribution, p(g 1 I f), a function

The use of oplical imaging has severa!
advantages over electron microscopy. Lower capital
cost, quicker imagc acquisition and less prcparation
required are the main factors. Also, most mining
companies are already equipped with good optical
microscopes for mineralogy asscssment. However,
optical images cannot produce the required contrast
hetwecn the epoxy mounting media and the common
silicates present in most ores.

only of texture, and can be viewed as a quantitative
measure of texture. The equivalent length weighed
distribution,

f

(g 1 I f) is exactly equal to p(g 1 I Jl),

and this can be easily demonstrated. An important
simplification of King's model is made in thís work,
and it is assumed that p(g f

I f)

can be measured

directly from thc unbroken ore by accounting for ali
possible intercepts of length I! that can be placed on the
sample or texture. This assumption has implications
from the sampling theory point of view. At this time, it
is not known how important tl1is assumption may be,
but the experimental results obtained from lhe
application of the method proposed here indicate that

The solution to the problems lies in the arca of
liberation prediction. U nder this scenario, a large
fragment of ore, many times larger than the largest
liberated progeny particle of any phasc, is examined hy
image analysis. As the texturc is measured from the
unbroken sample, the libcration at any progeny size
from that sample can be predicted. Becausc the images
contain only ore, enough contrast is required only
hetween the gangue minerais and the minerais of
intercst. Optical imaging can therefore be uscd with
advantage in many cases. Also, only one sample of
unbroken ore is necessary to predict the liberation
spectrum at any progeny size, and conscquently thc
amount of samplc preparation is drastically reduced in
comparison with standard hrokcn ore particle analysis.
These rather desirahle features make the prcdictive
systcm a valuahle too! for the monitoring of cven slight
texture variations within the ore hody.

this is an accurate enough measure of

f (g 1 I f)

for

practical applícatíons. It is worth pointing out here that
thís procedure requires the measurement of linear grade
from ali possible lengt11s (smaller than the width of the
imagc generated on t11e texture) from chords placed in
every possible location on the sample of texture.
The measured

f (g 1 I f )

is used to calculate

the linear grade distrihutions using:

.f(g i iD)

= f.!(g,le)

f(eiD) de

o

The henelits of a predictivc systcm are tangible
across thc hoard in the mining industry. For example, in
the Taconite industry, the prcdictive system would
completely replace the Davis tube procedure. ln the
sul!ide industry, it would complctely resolve liberation
effects from ot.her problems that affcct tlotation
performanu:.

where

f

(g 1 I D) is lhe conditional, on size, lcngth

weighed linear grade distributíon. The corresponding
volumetric grade distributions are then obtained by
stereological
corrcction , using tools
such
as
StereoSoft™ (King and Schneider, 199R). f ( CID) is
lhe conditional, on size, length weighed chord length
distrihution. It is a function of particle shapc, and t11c
reader is rcferred to King and Schneider, 1994, for a
detailcd characterization of this runction. The
volumetric grade distributions can be calculated at any
particle size D, tlms rcndering the complete liberation
spectra that is predicted from brcakage of t11e unhroken
sample.

ln this paper, results from preliminary work
aimed at th<.: developm<.:nt of a complete predictive
system ar<.: presented.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Liheratiun predict.ion is a rather complex
matter. Meloy, Barberi and King have made relevant
contributions in this arca (Meloy, 1990; Barbery, 1991;
King, 1994). Only the method dueto King is uscful here
hecause the method is based on linear measurement.
Th<.: method re4uires successive intcgrations and
convolutions, as well as careful probability and statistics
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and 50 in the y direction to generate two contiguous
images. The adjustment in the y direction is necessary
bccause thc imagcs are not perfectly aligncd with the
movemcnt in thc x dircction. This is duc to thc
alignmcnt of thc vidco camcra at the microscopccamera coupling. This miss-alignmcnt is harmlcss, but
it should not be exaggerated. Thc vidco camcra is
connected to thc MCP (Microanalysis Control
Processor) box, and thc signal from thc MCP box is
acquired in a PC equipped with a framc grabbcr. This
setup is probably standard for most optical imagc
analysis systems. The MCP box is controllcd via the
PC's COM port. Ali that is required is to move the
stage, focus, acquire and save. Most commercially
available optical systcms can perform these tasks. The
exact amount of stage movement in each direction was
determined by trial and error. This is constant for the
lens, camera and microscopc combination, and need to
be determined only once. A set of 30 640x480 pixcl
contiguous gray levei images were acquired at the sarne
illumination. At the end of the run, a background image
was acquired in a glass slide using the sarne
illumination setup.

Figure 1

One important problem however is to generate
images that are suitable for measurement of texture. If
one takes in consideration low-grade porphyry ores for
example, it bccomes clear that the traditional image
sampling proccdures are not adequate. This is because
many images will be placed partially or even entirely in
arcas whcrc thc phase of interest is not present, or
present only sparsely. This rationale can also be
expandcd to banded ores such as coai, taconite and
itabiritc. Dcpcnding on the texture itself, images that
encompass a large enough sample of texture may not
have enough rcsolution to resolve the textura! details.
The method requires images with enough resolution and
that cover a largc enough arca of the unbroken sample.
Because this met110d rclics in linear mcasurement, this
property can be used with advantage, as strips of
contiguous images can bc generated across the texture.
When these images are patched together, the resulting
striP. will cover the entire region of texture that is
concerned wit11 the direction of measurement, and with
thc rcsolution that is required for the textura! details.
Automated stage control and the implementation of
image analysis software that is capable of assembling
and processing these strips automatically are required
here.

Each image was proccssed separately for background
correction. This is carried out by subtracting the
background image from each of the 30 contiguous
imagcs. This corrcction can be performed automatically
by macro processing, using the Minerais and
Mctallurgical Image Analysis software, MMIA™ (King
and Schneider, 1993). The resulting images were
assembled in MMIA ™ by making the image buffer
width equal to 19,200 pixels by 480 pixels high. A
MMIA™ macro is used to inset each image in the
proper position. The resulting image is scamless, with
constant contrast and brightness. This is shown in
Figure 1, where the actual image h as been rotated, and
the actual hcight greatly exaggeratcd with respect to its
width. The image is appropriate for texture
measurement. Atler thresholding, to separate the
magnetite from thc chert background,

EXPERIMENTAL

.f (g 1 I f)

measurement is performed. This has bcen implemented
as a standard binary measurement in MMIA™, and the
distribution can be accumulated over severa! strips
when more than one strip is available.

An unbroken sample of Taconite (Eveleth
Mines, Top Lowcr Cherty seam, section 2600, elevation
1330) was sectioned across the banding and polished.
The resulting section was about 5 cm long by 2.5 cm
wide.

RESULTS

The microscope used was a universal Zeiss
microscope, equipped with a Kontron MCP box, with
stage controller and autofocus. A Zeiss Plan 2.5/0.08
lens was selected for imaging. The images have a
resolution of exactly 0.4 pixellmicron at this
magnification, and it was determined that the stage
should be moved 3200 motor steps in the x direction

Processing

of

.f(gplf)

h as

been

implemented in StercoSoft™. The sizes at which
libcration is to be prcdicted are input by the user, and
the corresponding linear grade distributions, at thc
desired sizes, generated. Stereological correction is
performed as if the linear grade distributions had been
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generated from standard measurement in particulate
samples. The resulting predicted liberation spectra at
severa! sizes is shown in Figure 2. StereoSoft™'s Iron
Oxide linear kernel was selected for ali sizes. The
results show that the liberation of the magnetite for this
texture is at about 45 microns, and tbat of chert at about
106 rrúcrons. Altbough direct confirmation is not
available at this time, tbe liberation sizes are in
agreement with the liberation sizes from particle
measurement in a Cobber Concentrate sample
originated from tbe Eveleth Mine (Schneider, 1995).
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CONCLUSIONS
Further work is required to contirm tbe
predicted libcration spectra, and this is currently under
way. Also, the mcasurement of f(g 1 I f) requires
further analysis trom the point of view of sampling
theory. Ncvertheless, the procedure has been entirely
implcmentcd, and only careful experimentation is
rcquired to contirm thc mcthod .
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Thc entire procedure, including image
acquisition, imagc processing, measurement and
stereological correction can bc carricd out in less than
one hour time, and possibly raster witb furtber
automation. Cross scctioning and polishing of the
unbroken sample is the more time consuming and labor
intensivc task. It is easily conceivable that this
proccdurc be used routincly to monitor texture
variations in any mined ore body, as long as thc phases
of intcrest can be discriminated in the optical images. Jt
is also poss ible to use images gcneratcd in a SEM
whenevcr this is not the case.
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